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Travel Friends and Companions
September 22, 2012

My journey has been graced by fellow travelers for single days and sometimes many
more.
The first to share a day was a French couple on the Trenino Verde to La Maddelana.
The couple, Michele and Frayette boarded the train, after the boulder experience, facing
directly across from myself. Facing with their backs going forward, I observed Frayettes
discomfort traveling backwards in a minute and made room for her and offered the seat
next to me, which she immediately accepted. They both spoke English well. Michele
joked that the seat was not available to him, just his pretty wife, which I agreed and we
all laughed heartily.
The couple loved to hear stories from the person from California. Frayette flirted and
sat close, Michele did not care. We looked out the window commenting on the land and
villages. At the stop by the lake Frayette followed me, offered to take my picture and
visited at length, making me feel so good. The Legacy of G.W. Bush came up by
Michele, as it frequently does among Europeans. He could not understand how the
man was elected for a second term, nor can I.
This trip I have been asking passers-by to take my picture with my camera. During my
panorama scooter day on La Maddelena and Capresa I encountered Elna, an Irish
woman riding alone on a bicycle. Elna quickly obliged and took the picture I requested,
then correctly informed the picture would come out in silhouette due to the lighting
angle. She then repositioned me and composed a picture to her liking, and mine. After
a chat with the customary “where from” questions we parted ways, she mentioning
plans for a hammock and beer at the beachside concession shack.
Next day after ferry boat trip to “mainland” Sardinia, while in line for bus tickets, Elna
walked up, next behind in line. We both smiled and chatted, now headed in the same
direction. My first extended English conversation in over a week, we sat together on the
bus, she with her Irish accent chatting philosophy, politics and social issues. We parted
at the bus transfer point, whereupon I abled off to the train station. The train was a four
hour wait, so back to the bus where Elna and I boarded again, traveling for another two
hours while discussing the world. Elna has traveled solo in South America, all over
Europe and beyond.
I mentioned at one point to Elna that I had been seeking to purchase an one of those
little ones Italian phrase books. In a flash Elna reached into her bag and produced
same, claiming she had no need and was going home soon. She would not accept
compensation, reminding me this was a gift. I asked her to dedicate the gift, which she
did with “To Mac, Happy Journeys! Elna”.
A week later, while boarding the Sicily bound ferry from Cagliari Sardinia, I first
scrambled about the ship looking for the best available forward facing deck chair or
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recliner. A traveler spotted my search and shouted without solicitation, “there is no
upper deck”. Now is September and our cargo ferry was carrying half a load of trucks
and passengers, and the sun deck was closed. She and I then ventured to the bow
where a few wind protected benches made a space to hang out. Soon her husband Ed
joined us and the first of many travel days of laughs and chatting with this couple from
Bristol, England began. Ed is a pub joke teller and I am a willing straight man so the
blue passage was full of laughs.
Ed and I spent the hours talking, mostly Ed, about lifestyle, work and people. Liz
watercolored pictures that she had inked previously. Ed is one year older than myself,
so we traded stories from longhair days and the lost promise from our generation. We
are both still a little stuck in that long lost sixties vision.

An hour into the voyage Liz, Ed and I were joined by Elizia, a post graduate in
Philosophy from Portugal. Such a fun and interesting person, Elizia is researching the
aesthetics of twentieth century music in context with art and literature. Think Eric Satie,
Gustave Klimpt, Camus and Theodore Adorno. This bubble of happiness is a
philoropher! Enjoying the party of four for an hour, Eliza brought forth her “former”
fiance, Peter, a person of German culture. According to Eliza, Peter “sits”, some type of
meditator. This droll fellow physically joined the fun but just could not experience the
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happiness of the moment, preferring to offer single words to conversation and distracted
glances. The fun soon moved physically away from Peter.
The next day in Trapani I encountered this odd couple on the street. Elizia and I had hit
it off the day before. On the street she and I were touching and laughing about the day
at sea. According to Elizia this was to be their honeymoon, but she called it off. We
flirted a bit more until Peter got nervous, and I forced parting at the station in Segesta.
Philosophy of music. Fun too.
Walk Home
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The J Street bus driver was a fun greeter upon arriving home in Sacramento. “Where
have you been?” while sipping on a syrup and foam coffee drink, the type with four
hundred calories, through a straw like a milkshake. The Italians drink espresso like
shots with cigarettes coming back for fortification during the day,.
The final walk home has never felt this good. California is a great place with good
climate, scenic and abundant Northern California wrapped in clean landscape and tax
paying culture. We are all indeed fortunate.
Transportation from home in Sacramento, walking out the door using foot to bus, train,
plane to Sardinia. That is Sac RT J St, AMTrak, Bart to SFO to Costa Smerelda Airport
in Olbia, Sardina. The train and ferry boat systems in all areas of Italy is well connected
and operational. The 180 MPH trains are outstanding in operations and technology.
Italy is definitely a country one can visit many times without duplicating the same
journey. This is my third trip and find a myriad of choice for new and appealing
destinations. The great islands of Sardinia and Sicily, and their archipelagos are vast
and distinct. Each city and village reveals unique churches, monuments and history.
Ferry boats go all over.
By observation, the largest American export to European youth and advertising appears
to be “Homer Simpson” the buffoon character from that bastion of American culture, Fox
media. The image of this pathetic characterization is pervasive: tee shirts, pizzerias,
general advertising. People still talk about “W”. A sad statement of the images we
project.
This densely populated land is courteous and lives a fun loving existence, lucky guys.
More happiness than anywhere else that I have traveled. Truly a great place and
culture to live well, muse and be. Four seasons in Italy.
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